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FACTOR PROFILE: 
VALUE 

Value investment strategies focus on identifying companies 
that are trading at a discount to their fair value. Historically, 
stocks that have traded at low multiples of earnings, book value, 
and other valuation measures have outperformed their more 
expensive counterparts over long time periods. Value investing 
is a popular approach among active managers and has been 
subject to substantial academic research. The historically 
attractive performance associated with value investing was 
initially identified in the 1930’s by Graham and Dodd and has 
been scrutinized extensively ever since. 

Despite the popularity and ubiquity of value strategies, the value premium has 
persisted for close to a century across all the major equity markets. The justification 
for this persistent premium is also well covered, with a common belief being that 
value stocks are often viewed as riskier than more expensive stocks, thus offer 
higher returns as compensation. Further, behavioral biases reveal a tendency for 
investors to extrapolate past growth too far into the future. This leads to investors 
often over paying for popular high growth companies and creating opportunities 
for contrarian investors over the long term, as growth expectations revert. 

The notion of buying companies trading at a discount to their intrinsic value is 
relatively straightforward, but its application is nuanced. As Kok, Ribando, and 
Sloan [2017] pointed out, quantitative value strategies or indices that rely on 
simplistic valuation metrics, such as book-to-market, are susceptible to inflated 
fundamental data. However, sophisticated value strategies can mitigate such 
pitfalls through thoughtful factor design. 

1 Relative to other factors. See “Factor Investing: Not Which, But When”, Northern Trust 
Research Paper [2015]. 
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OUR APPROACH TO FACTOR DESIGN: 

Simple factor definitions have the potential to create very large sector and regional concentrations in a portfolio. For 
example, any ranking of stocks by price-to-book would likely show regional and sector concentrations. We believe these 
concentrations are uncompensated over time because they add risk to the portfolio, but not necessarily return. 
Furthermore, factor definitions change among regions and sectors due to differing business models and accounting 
customs and regulations. We believe it is critical to utilize a robust multi- dimensional approach when identifying value 
stocks. 

For the last 25 years, Northern Trust’s approach to defining factors has incorporated three primary elements: 

Multidimensionality: Factor anomalies are very complex and strictly unobservable. As such, no single metric 
can hope to fully describe the anomaly. Our research shows that constructing factors using multiple metrics 
or signals that complement each other is a more robust way to capture the factor phenomenon. 

Region and Sector Neutrality: To reduce biases inherent in naïve factor design, all Northern Trust factor 
strategies are region- and sector-neutral, with factors being ranked and scored in unique regional and 
sector combinations. This process limits the presence of unintended exposures that can become embedded 
in factor definitions that do not take this approach. 

Region and Sector Specific Factor Definitions: In some instances the business models of sectors are so 
dissimilar they require different factor definitions. For example, one cannot use the same criteria to judge 
the quality of a REIT, a commercial bank or an information technology firm. Similarly, accounting data 
among regions is inconsistent. For these reasons, Northern Trust’s factor definitions are customized to 
regional and sector needs, as appropriate. 

 
OUR APPROACH TO VALUE: 

Our approach uses a multi-dimensional, sector-neutral, and sector-specific scoring method to capture 
various aspects of value, such as current, normalized, and prospective value. Our approach has produced 
attractive long term results relative to standard value measures. Adding value to factor-based strategies 
can help potentially improve returns and can have diversification effects with other factors. 
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There are three sets of signals that comprise our proprietary value factor: current value, normalized value, 
and prospective value. 

Current value signals represent an assessment of the valuation of a company based on the most recent 
financial data and share price. Our research shows that it is critically important to account for sector 
specific nuances when analyzing recent financial data. Examples of current value signals include earnings 
yield and cash flow yield. 

Normalized value signals asses a company’s valuation on a cyclically adjusted basis. Short term events 
and cyclicality in revenue streams may lead to short term financial distortions that don’t represent the 
ongoing operations of a business. It is for this reason that we believe it is important to also evaluate 
companies based on an assessment of their financial performance through a full business cycle, and 
why we include a normalized earnings yield. 

Prospective value signals evaluate a company’s valuation based on analyst expectations of future 
financial performance. Prospective value signals are highly complementary to both current and 
normalized value signals. They are particularly relevant for companies that have limited history or have 
experienced substantial change in their business model, thus they contribute to a more timely view of the 
company. Examples of prospective value signals include the median estimates on the one and two year 
forward earnings yield. 

 
OUR RESEARCH AND SUPPORTING EVIDENCE: 

 

 
Source: Northern Trust Quantitative Research; Cumulative performance (log scale) of the top 20% of stocks ranked by 
the value measure. The research portfolios are equally weighted portfolios rebalanced monthly and are sector- and 
region-neutral. Period 12/31/1995 – 12/31/2021. Benchmark is the MSCI ACWI Total Return Index. “NT Value” = 
Northern Trust proprietary definition “Price to Earnings” = Price to earnings per share over 12 months, “Price to Book” = 
Price to book equity for prior 1 year. This graph does not show actual performance results. For illustrative purposes 
only. Past performance is not indicative or a guarantee of future results. Index performance returns do not reflect any 
management fees, transaction costs or expenses. It is not possible to invest directly in any index. 

 
 Annualized  

Ret, % 
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Vol, % 
Annualized 

Excess Return, % 
Sharpe  

Ratio 
Max  

Drawdown 

NT Value 13.52% 20.35% 5.46% 0.56 -59.8% 

Price to Earnings 11.72% 20.60% 3.67% 0.47 -61.3% 

Price to Book 11.09% 22.47% 3.03% 0.40 -61.7% 

MSCI ACWI Index 8.05% 15.41%  0.39 -54.6% 
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION. The information contained herein is intended for use with current or prospective clients of Northern Trust Asset 
Management. The information is not intended for distribution or use by any person in any jurisdiction where such distribution would be 
contrary to local law or regulation. Northern Trust and its affiliates may have positions in and may effect transactions in the markets, contracts 
and related investments different than described in this information. This information is obtained from sources believed to be reliable, and its 
accuracy and completeness are not guaranteed. Information does not constitute a recommendation of any investment strategy, is not intended 
as investment advice and does not take into account all the circumstances of each investor. Opinions and forecasts discussed are those of the 
author, do not necessarily reflect the views of Northern Trust and are subject to change without notice. 
This report is provided for informational purposes only and is not intended to be, and should not be construed as, an offer, solicitation or 
recommendation with respect to any transaction and should not be treated as legal advice, investment advice or tax advice. Recipients 
should not rely upon this information as a substitute for obtaining specific legal or tax advice from their own professional legal or tax advisors. 
References to specific securities and their issuers are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended and should not be interpreted as 
recommendations to purchase or sell such securities. Indices and trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Information is subject 
to change based on market or other conditions. 
All securities investing and trading activities risk the loss of capital. Each portfolio is subject to substantial risks including market risks, strategy 
risks, adviser risk and risks with respect to its investment in other structures. There can be no assurance that any portfolio investment objectives 
will be achieved, or that any investment will achieve profits or avoid incurring substantial losses. No investment strategy or risk management 
technique can guarantee returns or eliminate risk in any market environment. Risk controls and models do not promise any level of performance 
or guarantee against loss of principal. Any discussion of risk management is intended to describe Northern Trust’s efforts to monitor and 
manage risk but does not imply low risk. 
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Performance returns and the principal value of an investment will fluctuate. Performance 
returns contained herein are subject to revision by Northern Trust. Comparative indices shown are provided as an indication of the 
performance of a particular segment of the capital markets and/or alternative strategies in general. Index performance returns do not reflect 
any management fees, transaction costs or expenses. It is not possible to invest directly in any index. Net performance returns are reduced by 
investment management fees and other expenses relating to the management of the account. Gross performance returns contained herein 
include reinvestment of dividends and other earnings, transaction costs, and all fees and expenses other than investment management fees, 
unless indicated otherwise. For additional information on fees, please refer to Part 2a of the Form ADV or consult a Northern Trust representative. 
Investing involves risk- no investment strategy or risk management technique can guarantee returns or eliminate risk in any market environment. 
Forward-looking statements and assumptions are Northern Trust’s current estimates or expectations of future events or future results based 
upon proprietary research and should not be construed as an estimate or promise of results that a portfolio may achieve. Actual results could 
differ materially from the results indicated by this information. 
If presented, hypothetical portfolio information provided does not represent results of an actual investment portfolio but reflects representative 
historical performance of the strategies, funds or accounts listed herein, which were selected with the benefit of hindsight. Hypothetical 
performance results do not reflect actual trading. No representation is being made that any portfolio will achieve a performance record similar 
to that shown. A hypothetical investment does not necessarily take into account the fees, risks, economic or market factors/conditions an 
investor might experience in actual trading. Hypothetical results may have under- or over- compensation for the impact, if any, of certain market 
factors such as lack of liquidity, economic or market factors/conditions. The investment returns of other clients may differ materially from the 
portfolio portrayed. There are numerous other factors related to the markets in general or to the implementation of any specific program that 
cannot be fully accounted for in the preparation of hypothetical performance results. The information is confidential and may not be duplicated 
in any form or disseminated without the prior consent of Northern Trust. 
This information is intended for purposes of Northern Trust marketing of itself as a provider of the products and services described herein 
and not to provide any fiduciary investment advice within the meaning of Section 3(21) of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 
1974, as amended (“ERISA”). Northern Trust is not undertaking to provide impartial investment advice or give advice in a fiduciary capacity to 
the recipient of these materials, which are for marketing purposes and are not intended to serve as a primary basis for investment decisions. 
Northern Trust and its affiliates receive fees and other compensation in connection with the products and services described herein as well as 
for custody, fund administration, transfer agent, investment operations outsourcing and other services rendered to various proprietary and 
third party investment products and firms that may be the subject of or become associated with the services described herein. 
The Northern Trust Company of Hong Kong Limited (TNTCHK) is regulated by the Hong Kong Securities and Futures Commission. In 
Singapore, TNTCHK, Northern Trust Global Investments Limited (NTGIL), and Northern Trust Investments, Inc. are exempt from the 
requirement to hold a Financial Adviser’s Licence under the Financial Advisers Act and a Capital Markets Services Licence under the Securities 
and Futures Act with respect to the provision of certain financial advisory services and fund management activities. In Australia, TNTCHK is 
exempt from the requirement to hold an Australian Financial Services Licence under the Corporations Act. TNTCHK is authorized and 
regulated by the SFC under Hong Kong laws, which differ from Australian laws. 
Northern Trust Asset Management is composed of Northern Trust Investments, Inc. Northern Trust Global Investments Limited, Northern Trust 
Fund Managers (Ireland) Limited, Northern Trust Global Investments Japan, K.K, NT Global Advisors Inc., 50 South Capital Advisors, LLC, 
Belvedere Advisors LLC and investment personnel of The Northern Trust Company of Hong Kong Limited and The Northern Trust Company. 
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